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Editorial.
Although the weather was, at best, ‘mixed’, to say the least, the Autumn run at the end of the month was a
really good day out. We met at The Moody Mare for coffee and a bacon sandwich, which is as good a way
as any to start a Sunday, and then headed off though sunshine, rain and hail, for a great run through the
Kent countryside. This was a route we’ve previously taken on a Halloween run before, but some had
expressed a wish to do the run in daylight, and Jon and Michelle kindly obliged. We had a convoy of eight
cars which was good to see, and after our convoy of 11 cars for the Hethel run just a few weeks before very
positive. There were some occasions early in the year where the turnout for a run has been so low it has
made one question what it is that members of a car club actually want to do!, but as the year wore-on
engagement really improved. The run finished with lunch at The Halfway House at Challock. The service
wasn’t great, some of us were ready for our desert before Linda & Mick had so much as a whiff of their main
course, but the food was good when it did arrive. Thanks to all who supported the event, and particular
thanks to Jon and Michelle for, once again, organising and leading an excellent day out.
Talking of support for events, this is a subject that has been raised a number of times at Steering Group
meetings. It takes some time and effort to arrange events and plan routes for runs, so it is very disheartening
for those who have put in the work to organise these to find so little engagement from the Membership. The
AGM is a little way off, but if you have any thoughts on how commitment to a particular event can be gauged
in advance, please bring those thoughts along to the AGM.
It may be supposed that uptake of events would improve if activities that members actually want to do were
on offer. To this end, and as highlighted in a previous newsletter, we are inviting all those attending the
Christmas meal to submit at least one suggestion for an event/run/destination with their food order, indeed,
we have threatened to starve them until they come up with something! If you’re unable to attend that
particular event please don’t feel excluded, if you have any ideas for an activity, please make it known.
Allied to this, 2019 will be NKLG’s 25th anniversary year. That certainly deserves a special commemorative
event of some sort, so if you have any thoughts on how this could be marked, again, please make it known.
/
Talking of the Christmas meal, I am hopeful that you will have seen the email with the menu and food order
form attached that was circulated at the start of November. If not, they are attached to this newsletter. Please
note that we need the food order by the 27th November, so please respond to that asap if you are able to
attend.
Also as noted above, the AGM is a while yet, but the entire Steering Group Committee is due for election for
another two year period when we convene. If you would like to contribute to the running of the Group, or
simply think it needs an injection of fresh blood into the Committee, do please give that some thought.
Nominations are required at least one month in advance of the meeting, so the February clubnight is the
deadline for that.
Finally, I am pleased to be able to include the next episode (episode 10 no less!) of Richard’s Elan
restoration story. As ever, very entertaining and informative, and for me, daunting. The garage is at last
ready to receive the Elan for my own restoration project, so I have all of Richard’s trials and tribulations to
come. It is all great fun though – apparently. You’ll all have had your fill of Elan restoration reports by the
time I’ve finished mine (which I think will take considerably longer than Richard’s has), and whilst I am
hopeful that I can always rely on Vaughn for something to put into the newsletter it would be good to receive
contributions from other members. Everything gratefully received. In the meantime, thanks to Richard for this
latest contribution.

"Episode 10: Record Breaking Lotus Elan restoration …………oh dear! “
As you read on you will note I will claim a number of world records (only because as yet they are
unchallenged) but regretfully only one that I am proud of (guess which one). Time towards D-Day (no not the
6th of June but Departure Day for the body shop - the 6th August) was running out. I still needed to lower the
body onto the chassis, attach front hubs, doors, headlamp pods, boot lid and of course the wheels.
But prior to the above, I needed to tighten to torque settings those nuts and bolts that would prove difficult to
get to later. Tip: Don’t confuse your Frustacones with your Lotocones! I did by overtightening the bolts
attaching the former to the chassis (no specific torque setting in the workshop manual, only bolt size general
settings). Luckily I only stripped the bolt and not the welded chassis nut.
However when it came to tightening the rear outer wishbone bolts, I found that the bolt length (and they are
very specifically different) did not allow for two washers either side of the bushes. I swapped to using thinner
washers on the shorter bolts but it meant that I had to remove the bolt and then (with great difficulty) perfectly
align hub and wishbones. World Record #1 : insertion of same bolt four times , for four different reasons
before getting it correct.
With time running out, all help was gratefully received. My
wife voluntarily offered to clean and polish the oil filler cap
(“every little bit helps”!). My youngest grandson helped
with tightening nuts. World Record #2: Youngest ever
mechanic at 18 months.
As you may recall, I managed to lift the body off single
handed, but I knew I would need some help with lowering
& positioning the body on to the chassis. Enlisting the
help of a somebody older and more experienced (don’t
worry Vaughn I won’t divulge your age!) all went
according to plan initially. But not for the first time, the last
few inches proved the trickiest.
Firstly, in lining up the rear turrets properly and then
secondly finding the body would not drop over the
cylinder head with its protruding thermostat housing. To
cut a long story short, we removed the studs for the
carburettors which made all the difference in allowing the
body to then rest in its proper position.
Note: separation of body and chassis was achieved on
Saturday 23rd July 2016 at 14:30. Full touchdown occurred at
almost exactly two years later on 23rd July 2018 at 11:40.
World Record #3: Elan
body longest time “in
orbit” for 729 days 21
hours and 10 mins.
Roger, I have left you the
opportunity to achieve the
World Record for the
shortest time “in orbit”!
Further challenges arose later as follows:
Doors: The fit of new plastic hinge pivots into the (3 restored, 1
new) door hinges was so tight they wouldn’t screw in. Even
removing it caused the square steel rod that I had bought for the job
and I ended up cutting it out. Eventually, I surrendered and used
the old ones which were only just a little less tight (I will rely on
Option 1’s experience to solve this issue).

After attaching the renovated check
strap tubes with new plates (the
spring clips had broken on my
original plates), Vaughn and I
struggled to attach the doors using
the recommended method of “just”
screwing up the nylon pivots.
In the end we cheated and loosened off the hinge brackets. This reduced the amount we had to screw the
(still very tight) pivots up. I am not sure it would have been possible with the new pivots. It begs the question
as to whether the new ones supplied are correctly sized. Something to discuss further with Option 1 as I think
the old ones are too worn, even if good enough, for the road trip up to them.
Front Stub Axle: With the doors, boot lid and headlamp pods all attached, I still needed to put the front hubs
and wheels on the car. I found the hydraulic press invaluable for pressing the new inner bearing seal rings.

According to the internet, others had found inserting new ones
into the hub problematic. Some had resorted to re-machining
the hub. The driver’s side hub went on to the stub axle with no
problem but when it came to the other side (the one with the
new stub axle), the hub hardly fitted on and certainly not far
enough to get the castellated nut on. In the end we concluded
the problem must be with the new stub axle. It looks (and yet to
be checked) as though the machining is inaccurate. Luckily I still
had the old stub axle (photo opposite) which I had replaced as
the thread was worn. Again the hydraulic press saved the day in
popping out the new stub axle. I intend to return this to SJS
Sportscars for them to inspect and replace. Once the car is
back from Option 1, I will then replace with a new one again.
As it turned out, D-Day was put back 4 days as the transport
company had double booked. So despite all the above
challenges, the car has now been dispatched for its much
needed body makeover. As I breathed a sigh of relief, I
realised how much still had to be done to finally get my Elan
properly back on the road!
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NKLG Christmas Meal 2018.
Saturday 1st December at The Harrow Inn, Knockholt. 8pm.
Please make your selection from the attached menu.
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Please let me (Roger Day) have your selection by 27th November.
Cost is £31/head, and includes a coffee/tea. Please make cheques payable to J Underhay
(Haytor, 258 Hawes Lane, West Wickham, Kent. BR4 9AQ)

Now, as previously advertised in the newsletter, you have to earn your meals by making at
least one suggestion for an event or run etc. next year! Note that it’s the Group’s 25th
anniversary year in 2019, so perhaps you could offer a special suggestion to mark that
occasion. You don’t (necessarily) have to organise your suggestion, just put it forward for
consideration. We’ll read out the best (and possibly worst!) suggestions at the Christmas
meal.
Name.
1

2

3

CHRISTMAS MENU
Starters
Broccoli and Stilton soup served with bread and butter
Prawn Cocktail served with bread and butter
Duck Pate with granary toast and onion chutney

Mains
Roast Turkey
Fresh Seabass fillet, new potatoes covered in garlic butter & salad
Steak and Ale Pie served with mashed potatoes and vegetables
Vegetable Pie (topped with cheese and mashed potatoes)
(Roast option will be served with fresh seasonal vegetables, roast potatoes, gravy, Yorkshire
pudding, stuffing and pigs in blankets)
Desserts
Christmas pudding with brandy sauce
Vanilla Cheese cake with strawberries
Chocolate Fudge cake with cream

